Overview of Analyzing Real Time Segmentation of High Definition Video using Gaussian Mixture Model Algorithm on FPGA
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Abstract: In many image and video processing systems, background identification is basic and important features to perform the operations. In this paper we are analyzing different approaches, models and algorithms of segmentation in real time for background identification. We are approaching the segmentation for high definition vedio using Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and implement the same on high speed FPGA board. We are trying to improve the process at High resolution (HD) Frames per second (fps),we are targeting to achieve less hardware consumption with high resolution.
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1. Introduction

Vedio processing system is a special case of signal processing system and used in most of the electronic gadgets includes TV, DVD, Vedio players, video codec’s and used for digital zooming, brightness, contrast, sharpness adjustments, color space conversion, frame rate conversion, resolutions adjustment, motion compensation, noise reduction, edge enhancement, object detection, segmentation, object tracking and many more.

The applications of vedio processing system in real time includes vedio database, security monitoring, reality interfaces, Vedio compression on live screen and many more [1].

Extracting the moving objects from the video or frame sequences is most crucial part in the video applications like surveillance, human detection, human machine interface (HMI) and traffic monitoring [2]. In video surveillance systems, background maintenance is one of the major models for the background subtraction problems. The background maintenance is used to avoid the problems in moving objects, waking persons, moving persons, shadows, foreground aperture, bootstrapping, time of the day, waving tree, camouflage, light switches and etc [4].

This paper is explained in different topics, Section 2 gives a detailed review of the different approaches for Gaussian mixture model (GMM) algorithm in background identification model used. Section 3 presents the working analysis of Gaussian mixture model (GMM) algorithm with background identification model. The conclusion of the work is presented in section 4.

2. Related Work

The real time tracking system called “Pfinder” is used to track the human body and his movements. In [1], Pfinder model is best approach to find interpretation of human form with less hardware cost. Initially they are approached with single scene and single person images. Pfinder is process of tracking the objects or persons in real time and first it detect and modeling the person and then the scenes and analysis the loop using Gaussian matrix and segmentation. This models supports higher-order vision techniques in real time applications.

In paper [2][12], they propose an algorithm related to detecting the moving objects or abandoned objects from static background picture includes shadows and shading using color frames or images. They developed an efficient algorithm called background subtraction algorithm and it is able to find the local and global illumination changes includes high lights and shadows. They are used color image for decomposing the brightness and chromaticity measurement according to the scenes. They have done pixel calculation using Background subtraction algorithm, then automatic threshold calculation and clustering detection and elimination. They achieved the robustness, accuracy and amount of speeding process.

A realistic method is introduced in [3][6][11][15-16] for background subtraction. They are considering modeling for each pixel in images or frames or videos as a separate Gaussian mixture model. They are used two parameters to make model should be in robust nature. That is $\alpha = \text{learning constant}$ and $T = \text{Propagation of data by background}$. These model supports without altering the parameters monitoring indoor and outdoor scenes and human computer interface. It also supports and adapts the values of Gaussian in many modeling.

In paper [4], they introduce new system to avoid background subtraction disadvantages in video surveillance systems called “Wallflower” and it avoids the most of the critical problems.

Wallflower contains 3 processing component models like pixel level and region level and frame level modeling. In the pixel modeling, only basic classification of foreground and
background and also adapts to change the background. In region level model processing of inter-pixel calculations and also helps to redefine the pixel level process. In frame level modeling, finds the problem in light switch. If any large changes happen in the image, this will replace the other background for maintenance. In paper [5], they used background registration technique to find moving objects. And it is also similar of previous [2] [4] type except in post-processing, they are smoothing the images and reducing much shadow effect than other techniques.

The background detection and shadow, moving object detection are presented in gray scale video sequences in [7][9]. The model is also same as previous techniques to get only the correct moving objects. The FPGA Based Gaussian mixture model as a classifier is firstly designed on [8] using DA (Distributive Arithmetic).To reduce the hardware complexity using DA, they used exponential calculated circuit based on piecewise approximation. They are achieved good operating speed with less complexity and successfully implemented on FPGA.

The supreme approach for parameter estimation of FMM (Finite Mixture Model) is expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. The drawback of FMM is components are not advanced and it is always problem for EM algorithms. So they gone with modified penalize minimum matching distance calculation for GMM based designs in [10][13][19][22].

In [14], they use GMM as a data stream clustering and arbitrary clustering graphics. But two major problems for clustering technologies number of cluster selection and partitioning overlapping clustering. To solve this problem they go with GMM with genetic algorithm. It supports split and merge operations. So we can get accurate information.

The GMM Based background modeling and motion detection is presented in [17] and it is same previous methods and extra is motion detection is implementation on FPGA. The design is optimized and with logic resources.

For speech reorganization is design and developed with help of both hardware and software with minimum resources. using Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) technique we can extract The speech signal features. GMM Model is used for observe the Voice information.HMM model is used as a toanalyse the statistical modeling voice information of GMM. The accuracy of recognition words are fluent and the full design is implemented on System on Programmable Chip (SoCP).

The real time background identification for higher resolution 1080p video sequences is implemented on Virtex-5 FPGA. The hardware implementation is OPENCV version of GMM. The ROM compressors and truncated multipliers are used in GMM model to reduce the hardware complexity.

3. Gaussian Mixture Model

In paper [3] [11][18][23] the Gaussian mixture model has been proposed and using statistical model they are generated multi modal Bg with mixture of Gaussian distributions. The Gaussian mixture model mainly contains three models includes statistical model, parameters updating and Background identification model.

A. Statistical Model

In statistical model [23], we will capture the video sequence using CMOS Camera and the model for video sequence of each pixel is made by mixture of „K“ Gaussian distributions. Each „K“ Gaussian distribution is represented by four parameters of the mixture model. It includes Weight (w), Matchsum, mean (μ) and variance (σ²). The video sequence of each frame will be changed by Gaussian parameters and it’s Gaussian of each pixel. So three indices are defined based on Gaussian parameters like p, k and t. where „p“ is pixel index, „k“ is Gaussian index and „t“ is frame index.

B. Parameters Update

Fitness \( F_{k,t} \) is a sorted model in descending order of a parameter in each pixel for the K Gaussian distribution.

\[
F_{k,t} = w_{k,t} / \sigma_{k,t} \quad \text{(1)}
\]

Using GMM model, the background identification circuit with K Gaussian distribution of each pixel is checked by match condition and is

\[
M_k = 1 \text{ if } |(\text{pixel} - \mu_{k,t})| < \lambda \cdot \sigma_{k,t} \quad \text{(2)}
\]

Where \( \lambda = 2.5 \), a threshold value.

The equation (2) considered one main part of background identification model and equation (2) verifies with more than one Gaussian distributions and matches with pixel \( M_k = 1 \) and the Fitness \( F_{k,t} \) highest value acts as a “Matched distribution” and its parameters are updated according to the statistical model as below.

\[
\mu_{k,t} + 1 = \mu_{k,t} + a_{k,t} \cdot (\text{pixel} - \mu_{k,t})
\]

\[
\sigma_{k,t}^2 + 1 = \sigma_{k,t}^2 + a_{k,t} \cdot [(\text{pixel} - \mu_{k,t})^2 - \sigma_{k,t}^2]
\]

\[
w_{k,t} + 1 = w_{k,t} - aw \cdot w_{k,t} + aw \quad \text{(3)}
\]

If Gaussian distributions are unmatched, mean and variance are remains same and weights are updated as below

\[
w_{k,t} + 1 = w_{k,t} - aw \cdot w_{k,t} \quad \text{(4)}
\]

If “No match condition” is executed, means the pixel doesn’t match with any Gaussian parameters and smallest value of Fitness \( F_{k,t} \) is updated with Gaussian distribution as below

\[
\mu_{k,t} + 1 = \text{pixel matchsum}_{k,t} + 1 = 1
\]

\[
\sigma_{k,t}^2 + 1 = \text{vinit} \cdot w_{k,t} + 1 = 1 / \text{msumtot} \quad \text{(5)}
\]

Where vinit is initialization value and it is fixed and sumtot is values of total sum of match sum of highest Fitness \( F_{k,t} \) with K-1 Gaussian distribution.

C. Background Identification Model :
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The background identification model operated by the below algorithm as follows.

$$B = \arg \min_b \left( \sum_{k=1}^{b} w_{k,t} > T \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The initial $b$ Gaussian distribution are added with weights form (6) and it is sorted from one of the value with highest value of ($F_{k,t}$) and its sum is greater than the fixed threshold value „$T$“ and interval between [0,1]. The verified Gaussian distribution is set as Background identification Bg and if the pixel matches with one the Gaussian distribution parameters then the pixel is Bg pixel and if pixel is not matched with “No match” condition Then the pixel is Fg.

The conceptual hardware architecture of a Background identification system as shown in the figure 1.

![Figure 1: Hardware architecture of a background identification system](image)

The above figure 1 shows the Hardware architecture of a background identification system and it is implemented on FPGA. The video sequence is captured by frame by frame using CMOS Camera. The CMOS Interface provides a platform to send pixel values to the background identification circuit and it converts the RAW values to YCrCb values before given to background identification circuit. The background identification circuit process the both the pixel values of the given frame from YCrCb values i.e. luminance and “Statistical Model”. The background identification circuit gives two different outputs; one is updated statistical model and Fg/Bg. The Gaussian parameters are updated for each pixel and it is read form External memory controller and once a parameter are updated for each pixel is stored in main memory. The Fg/Bg provides the output binary image for given input video sequence of each frame and it can be displayed on Monitor using monitor interface.

The figure 2 shows the Block diagram of Bg identification circuit on FPGA and written in verilog using Xilinx ISE Tool and simulated using Modelsim tool. We will capture the video sequence using CMOS Camera and the model for video sequence of each pixel is made by mixture of „$K$“ Gaussian distributions. The statistical model provides the Gaussian parameter includes the weight, mean, variance and match sum. The weights are improved by learning rates and fitness is sorted the pixel order. Based on the control logic matched data and No matched data classified. Output selection model provides the updated statistical model output with the help of Bg identification unit. The updated statistical model output are updated in main memory then assigned to final image output.

4. Conclusion

We are concluding that The Gaussian mixture model (GMM) algorithm is used to design and implementation of the background identification model on Higher end FPGA. The proposed model works at high speed with real time HD video sequences. We are improving the accuracy with previous design works. The improved area and throughput utilization is achieved with this proposed model. The design model works for lower cost FPGA also. Finally the output image pixel values are analyzed using chip-scope analyzer with Simulated Results.
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